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Abstract

This paper presents a DSP based direct digital control design and implementation for a high power boost converter. A
single loop and dual loop voltage control are digitally implemented and compared. The real time workshop (RTW) is used for
automatic real-time code generation. Experimental results of a 20 kW boost converter based on the TMS320F2808 DSP during
reference voltage changes, input voltage changes, and load disturbances are presented. The results show that the dual loop control
achieves better steady state and transient performance than the single loop control. In addition, the experimental results validate
the effectiveness of using the RTW for automatic code generation to speed up the system implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent global environmental issues have accelerated the use
of more efficient and energy saving technologies in many areas
of daily life. Major energy consumptions is the transportation,
especially the automobile field. The need of more efficient use
of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and for an improve-
ment of the total system efficiency has created a combination
of ICE and electric motors i.e. hybrid electric vehicles (HEV).
Even pure electric vehicles (EV) and fuel cell hybrid electric
vehicles (FCHEV) could be commercially available soon.

The fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle, as shown in Fig. 1,
utilizes a fuel cell (FC) as the main power source and energy
storage system (e.g. batteries, supercapacitors) as the auxiliary
power source to assist the propulsion of the vehicle during
transient and to absorb the kinetic energy during regenerative
braking. In this topology, the FC is connected to the DC
Bus via a boost converter and the energy storage system is
connected to the DC Bus via a bidirectional converter [1], [2].

The design of high power DC-DC converters and their
controller plays an important role to control the power regula-
tion particularly for a common DC bus. Several such topolo-
gies of DC-DC converters based on their components count,
advantages and disadvantages are discussed and compared
in [3]-[6]. The boost converter offers higher efficiency and
less component counts compared to other DC-DC converters
topologies, which could possibly be used to interface the fuel
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of FCHEV.

cell system to the load, so that it can be widely applicated in
FCHEV.

Digital control of DC-DC power converters is becoming
more and more common in industry today because of the
availability of low cost, high performance digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) controller with enhanced and integrated power
electronic peripherals such as analog to digital (A/D) con-
verters and pulse width modulator (PWM). DSP based digital
control allows for the implementation of more functional
control schemes, standard control hardware design for multiple
platforms and flexibility of quick design modifications to meet
specific customer needs. Digital controllers are less susceptible
to aging and environmental variations and have better noise
immunity [7].

Computer aided control system design (CACSD) tools are
extensively used to generate real time code automatically. The
graphical programming approach removes the need to write
software by hand and allows the engineer to focus instead on
improving functionality and performance. Complete system
design is carried out within the simulation environment [8].
One of the DSP development tools which produces code
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directly from block set models is the real time workshop
(RTW) for use with MATLAB and Simulink. It automatically
builds programs that can be run in a variety of environments,
including real time systems and stand alone simulations. The
RTW allows rapid prototyping, a process that conceptualizes
solutions using a block diagram modeling environment. It
reduces algorithm coding to an automated process, which
includes coding, compiling, linking, and downloading to the
target processor [9].

There are two approaches to design a digital controller for
DC-DC converters, namely, digital redesign and the direct
digital design (DDD). In the first approach, the controller is
designed in the s-domain using conventional methods and the
resulting controller is transformed into the z-domain using
appropriate z-transformations. The digital redesign method
suffers from sampling and quantization errors, computational
time delay and discretization effects. In the second approach,
(DDD), the controller is directly designed in the z-domain
itself and there is no need for transformation from s to
z domains. Since the DDD starts with the system discrete
transfer functions, it is possible to include the sample and
hold, time delay effects, and thus the final resulting digital
controller is more realistic and meet the design specifications
without any tuning [10], [11].

This paper presents, a direct digital control method for
designing a DSP based single loop and dual loop voltage
control for a high power boost converter, where the RTW is
used for automatic code generation for a TMS320F2808 DSP.
The PI control law with anti-windup correction is used for
single and dual loop control strategies. The performance of
both control methods is verified by experimental results of
a 20 kW boost converter with resistive load during reference
voltage changes, input voltage changes, and load disturbances.

II. BOOST CONVERTER’S SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL

Linear controllers for DC-DC converters are often designed
based on mathematical models. To achieve a certain perfor-
mance objective, an accurate model is essential. A number
of ac equivalent circuit modeling techniques have appeared in
the literature [12], [13]. Among these methods, the state space
averaged modeling is the most widely used to model DC-
DC converters. The control to output voltage and the control
to inductor current small signal transfer functions of a boost
converter with resistive load, shown in Fig. 2, are given by:
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Fig. 2. DC-DC Boost converter circuit.

Fig. 3. I-V Characteristics curve of PEM fuel cell single stack.
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where Gv0,Gi0,rC,rL,C,L,vin,D,ωo and Q are the dc volt-
age gain, the dc current gain, the internal resistance of the
capacitor, the internal resistance of the inductor, the boost
capacitance, the boost inductance, the input voltage, the steady
state duty ratio, the angular corner frequency and the quality
power factor of the circuit, respectively.

The transfer function (1) is a second order system. The
angular corner frequency ωo and right half plane zero ωzv2 are
functions of the nominal duty cycle. In a closed loop voltage
control system, the system elements will change as the duty
cycle changes, which means the transfer function will change
accordingly. The boost converter under feedback control is a
nonlinear function of the duty cycle, which makes controller
design for the boost converter much more challenging from
the viewpoint of stability and bandwidth [14].

III. DESIGN OF BOOST CONVERTER ELEMENTS

The fuel cells voltage is determined by two main factors.
First the rate at which hydrogen flows through the fuel cell
establishes the shape of the V-I polarization curve, as shown in
Fig. 3. Second the amount of current drawn by the converter
determines the point on this curve where the fuel cell will
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operate. Thus, by controlling the amount of current drawn by
the converter, the fuel cell power can be controlled. Therefore
for converter design, a linear region (ohmic region) operation
of the fuel cell stack is only taken into account. Beyond the
linear region, the fuel cells cannot be operated as electrolyte
membrane of the cell may get damaged.

The input inductor L and output capacitor C deeply affect
the current ripple depression and output voltage performance,
respectively. The boost converter is designed to operate in
continuous conduction mode (CCM) all the time. Therefore,
the minimum output current Iomin, determines the minimum
inductance of the input inductor L as [15]:

Lmin =
D(1−D)2Vo

2FsIomin
(11)

where Fs is the switching frequency and Vo is the average
output voltage. The primary criterion for selecting the output
capacitor is its capacitance and equivalent series resistance,
rC, low rC capacitors will be used for higher efficiency. The
output capacitance is chosen to meet an output voltage ripple
specifications. An approximate expression for the required
capacitance is given by:

Cmin =
DVo

Fs∆VoR
(12)

where ∆Vo is the required output voltage ripples.

IV. PRINCIPLE OF THE CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL
STRATEGIES

In order to design the single and the dual loop controllers,
the continuous time transfers functions (Gvd(s) and Gid(s)) of
the boost converter are first discretized using one of the dis-
cretization methods such as: zero order hold (ZOH), matched
pole-zero, backward difference and bilinear transformation
methods. It should be noted that in practical digital systems,
the acquisition of the feedback signals are obtained by sample
and hold operation and an analog to digital converter. Also, the
duty cycle command is held throughout the sampling interval
and is updated only at the beginning of a new command
cycle. Thus, the appropriate transformation method to be
used here is the ZOH method. Once the discrete transfer
functions of the system are available, the digital controllers
are designed directly in the z-domain using methods similar
to the continuous-time frequency response methods. This has
the advantage that the poles and zeros of the digital controllers
are located directly in the z-domian, resulting in a better
load transient response, as well as better phase margin and
bandwidth for the closed loop power converter [11].

A. Single Loop Control

Figure 4(a) shows the entire digital single loop control
system containing the voltage loop controller,Gcv(z), the
zero order hold, (1− e−Tss

/
s),the computational delay, e−Tds,

and the control to output voltage continuous time transfer
functionGvd(s). In this implementation the chosen sampling
scheme results in a computation delay of half the sampling

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Single loop and dual loop control strategies block diagrams.

Fig. 5. Frequency response of single loop voltage controlled boost converter.

period (Td = Ts
/

2). The loop gain for the single loop voltage
control can be expressed by:

T (z) = Gc(z) ·Gvd(z) (13)

where

Gvd(z) = Z
{

1− e−Tss

s
· e−Tds ·Gvd(s)

}
. (14)

In this paper, a digital PI controller with anti-windup will be
designed based on the required phase margin, ϕm and critical
frequency, fcz, using the bode diagram in the discrete time
domain, the transfer function of the digital PI controller in
z-domain is given by,

Gc(z) = Kp +
KiTsz
z−1

(15)

where
Kp =

cosθ

|Gvd(z)|
(16)

Ki =
sinθ · fcz

|Gvd(z)|
(17)

and
θ = 180

◦
+ϕm−∠Gp(z). (18)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Input voltage, vin 150 V
Output voltage, vo 400 V
Boost inductor, L 130 µH
Boost capacitor, C 4700 µF
ESR of capacitor, rC 18 mΩ

ESR of inductor, rL 75 mΩ

Nominal load resistor, R 10 Ω

Input filter inductor, L f 10 mH
Input filter capacitor, C f 42.3 mF
Switching frequency, Fs 15 kHz
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Frequency response of current, (a), and voltage, (b), loop gains.

To avoid large ac components in the output voltage, the
voltage loop compensation should have a bandwidth below
the input frequency of 100 Hz or 120 Hz, so that the second
harmonic ripple on the DC bus voltage is eliminated. Here, the
voltage loop PI controller is designed to have 90 Hz crossover
frequency and 45◦ phase margin, as shown in Fig. 5 with the
system parameters listed in Table I.

B. Dual Loop Control

Fig. 4(b) shows the entire dual loop system containing the
voltage loop and current loop controllers Gcv(s), Gci(s), the
zero order hold and computational delay and the control to
output transfer functions Gvd(s) and Gid(s), respectively. The
loop gains for inner current loop and outer voltage loop can
be expressed by:

Ti(z) = Gci(z) ·Gid(z) (19)

Tv(z) =
Gcv(z) ·Gci(z) ·Gvd(z)

1+Ti(z)
(20)

where

Gid(z) = Z
{

1− e−Tss

s
· e−Tds ·Gid(s)

}
. (21)

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows the bode plots for the current loop
gain and voltage loop gain, respectively. The plots indicate
that the current loop gain has a crossover frequency as high
as 1.2 kHz, with a phase margin of 45◦. To avoid interaction
between the sub-systems and to accommodate the slow fuel
cell response, low control bandwidth is used for voltage loop.
The resulting outer voltage loop has a crossover frequency of
40 Hz and a phase margin of 40◦.

C. Controller Implementation

Using MATLAB and Simulink for modeling, analysis, de-
sign and offline simulation has become a standard for control
system development. The Simulink model is constructed from
blocks of the C2000 Embedded Target Library which are used
to represent algorithms and peripherals specific to the C2800
DSP family. The Simulink model of the control algorithm is
presented in Fig. 7. Practically, the sampling frequency does
not need to be higher than the switching frequency, it is costly
to have high frequency ADC, so the sampling frequency is
the same as the switching frequency. In order to minimize
aliasing effects and reconstruction errors, the sampling and
switching processes must be synchronized. In this paper, the
Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) block is used to maintain the
synchronization between the sampling (ADC block) and the
switching (PWM block) processes. The ADC conversion is
triggered by the PWM block at the middle of the switching
period (to avoid switching noise and to sample the average
value per switching cycle). The ADC generates an interrupt at
the end of conversion, this interrupt triggers the execution of
the controller block. This synchronization process is described
in Fig. 8, it is clear that the time delay Td , between the ADC
sampling instant and the PWM duty ratio update, is half the
PWM period, Td = Ts

/
2.

A Target Preference block, the F2808 eZdsp block, has to
be added to the model. It does not connect to any other blocks,
but stands alone to set the target preferences for the model.
This allows the user to control build options for the compiler,
assembler and linker who will be invoked to generate the
executable image file for download to the DSP, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b), shows the details of the boost converter
system block, the ADC block samples the output voltage and
the inductor current sequentially, these signals are scaled to
obtain the actual values, as shown in Fig. 7(c), (d) . The first
signal is compared with the reference voltage value to produce
the inductor reference current by a PI controller with anti-
windup correction to limit the reference current. This reference
current is compared by the current signal to produced the duty
ratio by a second PI controller with anti-windup correction to
limit the duty ratio. The parameters of the two controllers are
calculated as explained above.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed control strategies have been tested on a 20
kW boost prototype, as shown in Fig. 9, whose parameters
are reported in Table I. The fuel cell is represented by a DC
supply vin. The DC voltage is obtained from the three phase
AC supply through an autotransformer connected to a three
phase rectifier bridge followed by LC filter.

Fig. 10, shows the system response for step-up the reference
voltage from 200 to 400 V, where the single loop control
suffers from inductor current and output voltage oscillations
but reaches the desired reference value faster than the dual loop
control which gives better steady state response. Fig. 11, shows
the system response for step-down the reference voltage from
400 to 200 V, where the dual loop control gives a better steady
state response with a slower response. Fig. 12, shows the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Simulink model that is used to build the code for the TMS320F2808
DSP.

Fig. 8. Boost converter digital control loop sampling and synchronization
scheme.

system response for decreasing and increasing the load with
40% of the rated load, where the dual loop control gives less or
negligible output voltage oscillations and less inductor current
oscillations. Fig. 13, shows the system response for input
voltage step-down, this test is done at 80% of the rated load to
protect the input supply from over rated current, where the dual
loop control gives better response than the single loop control.
The obtained experimental results show excellent reference
tracking and disturbance rejection properties validating the
desired functionality of the proposed control strategies.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a direct digital control method for
designing a single loop and dual loop voltage control of a
20 kW boost converter. The PI control law with anti-windup
correction is used for single and dual loop control strategies.
All the PI controllers are designed based on the required
phase margin and critical frequency using a bode diagram of
the discrete time transfer functions of the system. This paper
presents the use of the RTW with the eZdspT M F2808 digital
signal processor for automatic code generation of the control

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Experimental setup of a 20 kW boost converter. (a) Circuit. (b)
overview.

algorithms. Experimental results of a 20 kW boost converter
during reference voltage changes, input voltage changes, and
load disturbances for both single and dual loop control shows
that the dual loop control achieves better steady state and
transient performance than single loop control.
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